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- THE THEORY OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR:

_PRODUCTION AND THE'ALLOCATION, OF TIME*

Robert R. •Wilson**
•

. Introduction

•

In neoclassical consumer theory the typical-consumer maximizes his well-

being,,:usually in terms of, a utility function, subject .to a budgetary .constraint

[25, 26, 41],. In symbols,

Th XI,A1100

Maximize U = U

. •

,.• • ) subject to

p2x2 pnxn =• Y.

-

x are usually regarded as positive flows of commodities, andn

the prices pi,.."p and income Y are non-negative and .given. Utility in this

case is not regarded as .a function of those commodities not consumed.
• '?

,

If certain mathematical conditions Prls,#le utility, and constraint functions

hold, then the results usually presented are, that the demand functions implied

by the necessary ,conditions for utility maximization are single valued,, differ-

entiable and homogeneous of order zero in all prices and income in a neighbor-, .

•hood o,f the maximum point.
•

-

..." • •

In addition, the change in each good with respect

in its own price (substitution effect)

a compensated change

is negative for all (compensated) price
•‘'
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N.Y., December 28, 1969:' The author wishes to express his appreciation for the
valuable comments and suggestions of Professors John S. Chipman, Clifford G.
Hildr6th, and M;'1(.'llicher of the University of Minnesota and Professors H. 0.
Hartley, Thomas R. Saving, and Russell G. Thompson of Texas A&M,Un4.versity on
earlier drafts of this paper. The errors are strictly contributed by the author,
however.
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changes in a neighborhood of the price income point' undet consideration. If

utility is not restricted to be constant (the price change, is uncompensated),

the algebraic sign of the change in the good is not deducible. The algebraic

sign of the change in each good with respect to an uncompensated change in its

own price also depends on the sign and magnitude of the (quantity weighted

change in the good with respect to a change in income (income effect). The

income effect logically may be influential enough to cause the change of a

good with respect to its own price to be positive (Giffen effect) or zero. These

results are often generalized to the case in which xi > 0, i=1,, ,n/ and

I p.x. > Y. The above results constitute the implications Qf neoclassical3.3.. —

consumer theory in terms of properties of the demand functions for the goods

involved.

It has been pointed out by several economists [ 5,6,7,10,30,32,34,37 1 that

the neoclassical theory of consumer behavior has several shortcomings. One of

the more elegantly outspoken of these is Kelvin Lancaster [34, p 132] who

clares of value theory that 't has been shorn of all irrelevant postulates so

that it now stands as an example of how to extract the minimum of results from

the minimum of assumptions." Neoclassical theory yielded no implications con-

cerning intrinsic properties (substitutability, complementarity, neutrality,

etc.) of goods and the reaction of consumers to new commodities and to quality

variations [34, p. 133]. The neoclassical theory did not treat the allocaO.on,

of time and production in consumption. Such problems may usually be viewed as

involving multiple constraints on the utility maxization analysis 
(1)
. Expositions

f neoclassical consumer theory have not usualiy treated multiple constr4nt

problems with the exception of point rationing. Tobin [53] summarizes the

consumer behavior implications of point rationing as deduced by Graaf [20],



_3_,

Samuelson [41], and Scitovski [45]. It will .1?ecome apparent that in one of its

simpler specifications the time allocation problem may be interpreted as one case

of point rationing.
,

Extensions of the neoclassical theory to overcome certain of its inadequacies.,

have usually involved a nation of production; of the transformation of flows of

goods into the objects of well-being on the part of consumers [5, 32,

The flows of goods as such are usually 1,nert
•

34, 37];

In these theories and yield no

utilit3i. It is their transformation into objects higher order
, -
comm6dities, or

what-have-you of consumption, via production, which conditions the transformed

commddities't yield utility (2). Such ideas are in evidence in the writings o

many other economists [1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 24,- .243, 5, 44,47,'48, 40, 52', .553.

This paper attempts to build upon: the work of Morishima f371, Becker 15],

and Lancaster [34] and of earlier economists 26; 24, 41]. Several models

Ok-cOnsumer behavior will be synthesized which

the time allocation problem with a generalized
- -
version f'goods ana' time into the consumption

;
for goods and time of different types will

incorporate certain aspects of

mathematical structure for 'con-

eicperiendeS. Demand functions

be obtained and their 'properties

deduced. Some implications of these models for

atioil. will be indicated.

,

• '.

,
the study of demaild for recre-

:

-

•*- '

•f•

•



THEQRIES OF CHOICE

• It seems incredible that economists have endured for forty years with the

neociassl.c4 results while making only adjustments in the utility function
(3) .

They have concentrated their efforts on a minute subset of.a class of consumer

behavior models. - It is difficult to conceive of a consumer behavior model in

simpler form than the neoclassical model which specifies that a consumer max-

imizes a utility as a function of flows of goods subject to a linear budget

constraint (4).

The model of consumer behavior was complicated only slightly byfthe spec-

ification of additional linear budget constraints in a theory of point rationing.
14.•

If the rationing devices are virewed as additional currencies• ple neoclassical

results for deman4 functions. are deduced for each of the currencies [20, 41, 451.

The result that demand functions are homogeneous of degree zero holds for each

of the currencies both individualJy and collectively. Samuelson [41, p. 168]

deduces that increasing the number of additional constraints decreases in mag-

nitude the (neWiye) response of the demand for a good to compensated changes

in its own. price.

.4 -seems'apprpprl.ate. to consider some 'different behavioral postulates It

is relevant to . envIrsage. flows of goods and the consumer's time being combined

and transfOrMed.by-a ConsumOr.into•higher commodi.ties which We shall call con-

sumption activities, A -consuMption-acO:vity is defined to be an action on the

part of the consumer The production oficOnsumption-activities May .involve the

Use of goods, but always involves the use of time. An example of a consumption

activity is giving a dinner party. : The dinner party incorporates various com-

modities including various foods various beverages,, their' preparation, their
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Z- 1

-consumption, visiting with friends or family,, etc into one consumption activity.

Other examples of consumption activities ,include travel, work, a night's sleep,. -

shopping and recreation of all types. It seems plausible that such consumption• . . .

activites would be quantifiable, directly measurable and purchasable for a fee.

Measurability is expressed by direct measurpent if the activity is well defined
• 

. •

(one dinner party) or in units of time, or of the good consumed or produced.,
,•.

The utility function may be postulated to depend on consumption activities
••

directly. However, it seems more meaningful to treat consumption activities
• •

as intermediate products. The consumption experience can be broadened to in-

elude the additional transformation of consumption activities into characteris-

tics of consumption (5). The utility function is specified to have the charac-

teristics as arguments. While consumption activities are related to the physical

(and fiscal) act of consuming goods, characteristics are qualities of the internal_

and external environment of the consumer induced by the consumption activity.
• " •

They are the sets of attributes of each consumption activity that yield gains

and losses to the consumer. A good or activity may be used in the production

of many characteristics. Conversely, a characteristic may be produced from

many goods or activities. Goods and activities are exchangeable in the market-, .,

place. Characteristics are exchangeable only through the exchange of goods or

activities. Lancaster [34 p. 134] assumes that ",.. the characteristics pos-
.,. .

sessed by a good or a'combination*of goods are the same for all consumers and,

given units' of -measurement, are in the sne 'quanties. ."

ceptMlere indicated °)this assumption will be made ex

4

Following Lancaster

With this assumption,

subjectivity is confined to the choice problem between groupings and levels of

characteristics. The constraints on behavior are all objective. Thus, given

the measurability of .cha.racteris tics, consumer theory may be endowed with an



objective consumption technology which can be viewed in terms of efficiency (7)

Time may enter into consumer behavior in a number of ways. The case where

time is irrelevant is perhaps the similest. The simplest nondegenerate case

appears to be one in which the time constraint i linear and addative, and pro-

duction requires time in fixed proportions. Time could be postulated to enter

into the production of activities only, of characteristic only or of both

activities and characteristics. The time constraints could allow for sim-

ultaneous performance of activities rather than one at a time in the linear

specification. Time may be differentiated as to night from day, weekday from

weekend, etc. Time is a nonpurchasable endowment to the consumer.

It should be noted that the utility function may be specified such that

work activities neither directly nor indirectly through characteristics can

affect utility. This was an assumption used by Becker [5] to obtain a de-

pendency among the constraints. It seems apparent that work that generates

neither satisfaction nor disdain is uncommon, Employed consumers need not

necessarily be frustrated.

From the foregoing discussion it seems apparent that there are many pos-

sible assumptions related to the production and time allocation problems that

could be specified. Some of the more interesting ones include:

A. Utility assumptions
(1) Work activities do not affect utility.

(2) Work activities affect utility directly.

(3) Work activities affect characteristics, .affect utility.

(4) Consumption activities affect utility directly.

(5) Consumption activities affect characteristics, affect utility.

(6) Goods affect utility directly.
(7) Goods affect activities, affect utility.
(8) Goods affect characteristics, affect utility.
(9) Goods affect activities, affect characteristics, affect utility.
(10) Time does not affect utility.
(11) Time affects utility directly,
(12) Time affects activities, affects utility.
(13) Time affects characteristics, affects utility, •



(14) Time affects activities, affects characteristics, affects utility.
(15) Time affects activities, affects characteristics and time affects

characteristics, affects utility.
= (16) Utility function has a special form.

B. Production Assumptions
(1) No Production
(2) Production of activities:
(3) Production of characteristics.
(4) Production of activities' and characteristics.

Production without goods.
(6) Production without time.
(7) Production with time in fixed proportions.
(8) Production with time in variable proportions.
(9) Production with time in both fixed and variable proportions.
(10) Production of activities one at a time.
(11) Production of activities simultaneously.
(12) Production functions are linear.
(13) Production functions have Special forms.

C. Payments Assumptions
(1) Payment for goods.
(2) Payment for activities.
(3) Payment for goods and activities
(4) Multiple currencies (rationing).

Many moe assumptions could be stated. Furthermpre randomlylcombining

assumptions from the utility group with members of the production and ,paymens.
. •

grolips..wold-not necessarily lead to sensible models., For..: example ,assumptions.

A-10 and B-8 are not mutually consistent.

'

•

• •

;

'

• .

•

I' •



III. Models

The first model to be considered is a consumer behavior, model with time al-

location that is an adaptation of the theory of point rationing.

Model I: The choice problem of a typical consumer is defined as follows:

Maximize

n.
Subject to E .x. = W

i=1 
1

E t.x =
i

where
1' 

,x are positive quantities of consumption activities, the pi are

prices or fees paid by the consumer to participate or wages paid to the consumer

for participating in activity W is (9) a residual wealth parameter . is

4 parameter representing the units of time required to produce one unit of xi,

T is the length (10)of planning period Note that each t
i

(8)

0 because x. is an

activity. The model eMploys assumptions A-2, A-4, A-12, B-2, B-5, B-7. B-12,

and C-2 of the last section.

It is assumed that the utility function possesses continuous first and

second order partial derivatives. Furthermore, there is one free activity

(pi = 0) and one that is not free (p. 0) among the n activities. Hence, not

every 2 x 2 determinant vanishes of the matrix d / dx with elements

ag.

ax•
= 1,

where 
g1 

= Ep.x.
a.

• g2 = Etixi -



For the constrained utility maximization the following Lagrangean expression

is developed:
-ft

L=

• •.•

.;"
,x) + A(Ep

3.
x. - +

3. (Et.x
1

For U to have a maximum with the constraints satisfied, it is first order)

necessary that

•

U
i 
+4.+nt

i 
=

Epixi

Et.x-T= 
i

•••••:'

-

• • n

'•' ••'. •••• •

The first order Lagrange necessary conditions.conptitute n+2 equations in

3n+3 unknowns ( t
n

• ,W T). It is possible to solve

the system of equations-,for and n in terms of the pi,...,pn,. ti,...,tn,

W and T by slightly strengthening the assumptions A unique solution exists in

a neighborhood of the prices and times if it is assumed that 0 0, where

0 = det [pi]" = det

'ti]'

(-)

Thus, the formulation yeilds the following (local) demand functions:

T1 =

(13 ' t 1'

n+2f
W, t

), 1=1,.

T>

T) .
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Those functions f of the first n for which pi is a negative parameter

may be interpreted as work supply functions, say. f
1

.,fr Then fr+1 ..,f

will represent the demand functions of the consumer for consumption activities.

By a result on the homogeneity of functions [54], the linearity of the time

and money constraints implies that the equations (4) are homogeneous of degree

zero in the parameters of each constraint. The above results are mathematically

identical to those derived for the case of point rationing [53, p. 526-71.

Homogeneity of the demand functions in the parameters tl, ..,t
' 

T
n 

may induce some difficulty in interpretation. It seems grossly hypothetical

to consider the per unit time requirements and the number of hours in a day

increasing proportionately with activity demand (or supply) remaining constant.

However, it is not difficult to visualize demand (supply) remaining at a constant

level when proportionate changes in the time requirements are offset by the same

change in the length of planning period'. Whatever the interpretation of the

time parameters, the result is the same.

Using the results about demand (supply) functions and Euler's theorem it

can be shown that the price and wealth elasticities all sum to zero and the

time elasticities all sum to zero for each activity:

fir). DfiWn 3 aw
x.

i=1 3

= 0, i=

n
Df tj + Df T_

j= Dtixi DT xi -
i= • • •

To investigate the displacement of equilibrium the necessary conditions

(equations 3) are differentiated toally as follows:
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Uildx + Ui dx2 + Uin xn + pidAttidn

-X)dpi + (-n)dti

i=1,...

+ p2dx2 + + pdx = dW x dp
2 
- • - x

n
dp
n

+ t + t dx = dT -n n

Equations 5) may be solved (000) to yield the following rates of change

of demands (supplies) with respect to parameters:

Dx.-X)0j,i - x.0 .3 n+1,1

0= n+1,i
O.

0

0.- x.r3
3,i j n+2?3. 

0

Bx.
1 0n+2,i

DT = 0-

5

for i, j=1,...,n.

It is desirable to obtain restrictions• on the algebraic sign of the partial

derivatives. For the utility function to have a maximum subject to the con-

straint (eq. 1), it is sufficient that the rank condition and equation 3), and

in addition that the second order condition hold:
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n n
E E U..h.h. < 0

•
J

i=1 j=1 
iJ 

for all vectors h 0 such that

E p.h. = 0
i=1 

•11

E t.h. = 0
i=1 11

according to Hancock [22]. Debreu [11] shows that the second order condition

equation ) holds if and only if

.(-lyer

where

o 
r 
= det

P

Using equation we have

= [P l• •

for r=3,...

U
rl

and T =

0, i=1,2,.. .,n+2.

lr

rr

,t ].

0 4 0 o undetermined sign for i
i 

J.
,J,



Applying equation 'S'9)'
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equations 6) we deduce that:

a DX.Xi 
1H + 

X.•ii
=
 Pi
 

1 DiNT -X)0

DX, DX.
K 

- 1
iiTat D 

f
T = \-n

ax ax.i x
Hij 

x 

j

a.
1x. =

13 . at. 3 DT
3

K.. -71

O.

0

0

0

<0

' • ••• •

•

10)

The expressions 10) are identical to the substitution terms first exhibited, -

by Slutzky [46] for neoclassical theory except that there are more of them and

by Graaf [20] and Samuelson [41] for point rationing. It can be shown plat by

minimizing Ep.x. W subject to Et.x. T = 0,and, U0h„.. = 0 that1 

H.
13

DX.

api That is • • •

x.
with the restriction that the utility level beap

p: •
constant and the time constraint be satisfied. Equi„valently H. = com-1j, ap. :„
pensated. A similar interpretation holds for K . The changes in an activity

' • • •

with respect to a compensated change in its own time and money requirements are
e

both individually negative.
=

of prices, the supply response to compensated

t ,

However, since wages were defined to be the negative

changes in wages is positive. The
3.

response to uncompensated changes is not deducible. This implies that the log-
x

ical possibility exists for the Giffen effect in both time and money.

mathematical assumption of continuous differentiability implies that Hi
•

and K. = K...
1i 3-

;
= H

ji



Another amiliar result from the theory of point rationing [20] is that

comp.

.

(-5-.E1-) comp.

= >

That is, activities that are substitutes with respect to compensated price changes

are also substitutes with respect to compensated time requirement changes. Sim-

ilarly, activities that are complements with respect to one type of compensated

price change are complements with respect to another. This need not be true

for uncompensated changes in parameters It can be shown, of course, that A is

the marginal utility of residual wealth and n is that of the time endowment.

Another result is the influence of an increase in the number of constraints

on the response of .activity demand (supply) to change in its own compensated

price. Samuelson [41 p. 168] deduces from the generalized Le-Chatelier-Braun

principle that the response of demand (supply) to compensated changes in price

or time requirements diminishes in magnitude as the number of constraints increases.

That is, compensated demand response becomes less and less negative and compen-

sated supply response less and less positive as the number of constraints increases.

It should now be clear that to some extent, time may behave as a price

in simplified models of consumer behavior.

were free (pi = 0, i=1,...

In fact, if all goods or activities

, under the behavioral assumptions made in Model 1

a consumer choice mechanism could operate in a manner similar to the neoclas-

sical theory. Time would allocate choices according to the neoclassical results

if all prices and wages were zero. Such a model would provide a theory of
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choice for a "Robinson Crusoe" economy without exchange in Lthe usual sense.

Tobin [53] points out the essential differences between money and ration

currencies. It is of interest to note that time in Model 1 is analogous to

a ration currency and unlike money in that the •size of the time endowment is

independent of the work supplied by the consumer and that saving (not expending)

time is impossible. However, time is like money and unlike ration currencies

in that every activity has a time requirement.

It should be apparent also that Model 1 is a generalization of the labor-

leisure analysis of Henderson and Quandt [23, p. 234].

Example of Model 1: Suppose for illustration, that the typical consumer
• :-

engages in three activities; working xl, resting x2 and dining x3. His utility
-

function is specified as:

. His .c▪ onstraints are

U x

pix + p2x2

Suppose that p. 0 for some i.

•

, x3

= W.= 0

+t
2
x
2 +t3x3 

=T.
,

The first order necessary conditions are that

U + + nt.U. 
1 1

EPi i

i=1,2,3

=0

Etii 
= T.

0

Those first order conditions may be solved to yield the supply function,

x- 1
(P1' P2' P3' tl,

t3, T)
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the demand functions,

(pi, P

pi, P P

and the marginal utilities of forced borrowing saving) and of time,

These solution functions f

genous

_ f 5 (p

• ,

, P3 t

5
are locally unique,differentiable,homo-

/

of degree zero in pi, p2, and p3 and in ti, t2, t3, and T. The theory

provides that (x /P) compensated is negative for i=1,2,3. With increases in

forced borrowings or gifts, we assume thatax
1 
/aW < 0, ax

2 
/aw > 0, and x3

 
/W > 0.

If x
1 
(ax

1 
/aW) is large enough and negative, it is apparent that a backward bending

work activity supply will result even though at the point (pi,

have W = 0. For x2 and x3 we have ax2/p2 < 0 and ax3/p3 < 0.

P2'
p 0) we

Model 2: , Model 2 is a formulation particularly rich in results. It allows

for both production and purchase of activities and both fixed and variable pro-

portions in time and basically generalizes the model of Becker [5]. Assumptions

specified are A-2, A-4, A-7, A-12, B-2, B-9, B-10, and C-4. The specification

is as follows:

Maximize

Subject to f

x ,
1

E w.q. +
1

,z
n
, y , • • • ,

n n
E. t . w: + T = T

_
1 1

m'
= 0

1
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where x.,...,x are n positive 
1 

activities; w .,w and z1,...,zn are the ". n
amounts of x1,... ,x purchased and produced, respectively; 571,...,y are in

goods; T1,...,Tn are n variable nonnegative time inputs; f is an implicit

production function; ti,...,t
n 

are fixed per unit time requirements for

• • • ; and 1)1,-, pm, qi,...,q W, and T have the usual definitions.

By substituting expression 5) into 1) the constrained local extremum

problem is:

Maximize U(wi z2,..., will.
6)

subject to expressions 2), 3) and 4). It is apparent that variable time in-

puts will behave as a good, rather than as, a.parameter in this problem. Rights

to participate in a produced activity are also regarded as a good.

By differentiating the constraints 2), 3) and 4) it can be seen to be

sufficient for the Lagrangean rank condition to hold that at least two ac-

tivities exist, at least one activity be producible from goods and time, and

one of the activities have qi 0 while another as qi = 0 . Alternatively,

it is sufficient that at least one activity be producible and the price of

one good be nonzero. With this assumption and continuous differentiability

of the first and second order of the utility and constraint functions, the

Lagrangean expression may be formed with the arguments as vectors:
n , m

) + ?tf(Z,Y,T/)+ YCE w q.• + E y.p.
1

L = U(W

ET.
1 1 .
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The first order necessary conditions that expression ) obtain a max-

imum subject to constraints 2), 3) and 4) are

aL
= Ux + q. + 6t.

aw. i 1 1

i=1, . n

• U. +
1 0.1

= Af. + yp.
ayi

i= • • •

DL X T = 0BT.

DL 
f(z,y,T*) = 0DX

;= w• . + E y.

1 1 1

Et.w E T
i

= 0

(13)
Under the appropriate conditions (Q0) the first order necessary conditions

may be solved for each of the , variables w1,.

X, y, and 6 as functions of the parameters

and T in a neighborhood of the optimum point:

f v12 ' n2 '1'23'm' T12—"Tn2

200,10,Pm, W, t1,000,tn,



where

vi

• '''''qn,

1,i=1,... n

Z. ,. i=n+1,...,2n'

, i=2n+1,... 2n+mYi

i=2n+m+1,...,3h+m

i=3n+m+1

i=3n+m+2

, i=3n+m+3

-19-

W ,...,tn, T , i=1, 3n+m+3,

Each function hi is single valued and continuous in all of the parameters

and homogenous of degree zero in the parameters p1, ,p, and W,

because the money constraint equation 3) is homogeneous of degree one in the

parameters. The time constraint equation 4) is ,not homogeneous of any degree

in t
1, 
...,t
' 

and T. Thus the sufficiency condition 154j. for homogeneity ofn

degree zero of the solution functions hi in terms of the time Parameters -fails.

At this point it is uncertain whether the h are homogeneous of degree zero in

the time parameters.

To investigate the homogeneity of h in the time parameters, it is of in-

terest to examine the admissibility of solutions to the constrained. extremUm

_ ...
problem. A solution vector V 

= 67.1"--"wn' zn'''''zn, Y1 ,37m,
- T1,

c,
y, and) must remain admissible after a proportionate change in the parameters
_

t1 ,t, and T for the corresponding solution functions hi, for i=1,..., 3n+m+3

' X'

to be homogeneous of degree zero in the parameters. Multiplying the parameters



j.i lj j 1.

U.
j=1 1

+ Af.)dz.

XE f3.7.d . + f3.7d -F •pidx
•j=1 1'1

XE f.
j=1 

f.

-20-

by a constant E 1 in equation 4 yields

Eet.t77 + ET.i 1 ET = ( )zT. 0.

Thus, the time constraint is not satisfied by the solution V after a propor-

tionate change in all the time parameters. Thus, V is not admissible after

the change and the demand functions h cannot all be homogeneous of degree

zero in time parameters. The longstanding homogeneity property has failed

for time allocation. It is also possible to modify the model sufficiently

to allow nonhomogeneous demand functions in the money parameters
(14)

Else-

where [54), I have shown that nonhomogeneity can result under very general

• conditions. The neoclassical result is a very special case.

By differentiating the first order conditions 7) totally, the following

equations are obtained: •

E U..dw. + q
1
dy + td S = -y)dqi -6 dt. for i =

dx = for i =

) dpf for i =

+ =q for i =

E f.dz. + E 
f31.7dy2. 

. + E f T.
i=1 i=1 i=1

• • ,n

,01611,111

• • •

10)
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n.
E w,dci1 y dp

•i=1

E.q dw dT. =dT E dw.dt..
i=1 .i=1 

1 3,-

Under the assumption that 0 4 0 the rates of change of the variables vi

(eq. 9)) with respect to changes in the parameters may be ob stained:

avi
a qi =

a v

=

ay.
1 .

at.

—Y)

0.
_ w  311+111+2 i

2n+j 03n+m-I-2,i

0. .
3,1 n+m+2 

w.0• J ES

= 
J Onn+m+2,i

aw  0

for i. = 3n+m+3.
•

•••

From the second order conditions, it can be deduced that

o. .

0

for i'= j

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

f undetermined sip fQr i 16)



as for Model 1. Thus, it,-can be deduced that the substitution terms

3w.
1

Dq,
comp.

ay.

j comp.
and

3w.

(re')
1 comp.

, for i = •

j=1,...,m. Furthermore, w. and z. are defined to be perfect substitutes in
1 1

Dz
production and coasumptionf Thup, 

.

mediately that

Dz.
1

aq. aqi

az. 9w.
1 1

at. = at.

awi

91)k

az Dw.

DW DW

az.
1

for i ) = p • k=

1 by eq. and it follows
aw.

im-

1

17)

18)

19)

20)

21)

These results are certainly empiri,c41y testable properties of the theoretically

derived demand fu4ctions. By sulps0.tuting 20) into 17) and 18) and 21) into 19)

and expanding, the f 4owing results are obtained

Dz.D w.
1

comp 

w

q1a . Dqi i 3W 

Dz. -
( 1)
3 . comp
qJ

w.
__4 w.
a . j

w.

— (-5—q7
comp

comp

22)

23)
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Dw.
1 

Dw. Dwi
1. .

Dt 1 3W - (rt.-)
+ w. )

1. i camp

aw:1, 1=
aw ' 

_
-j camp

aw. aw.
1=

Dp
k 

Yk DW I

,...,n; k=1,.. .,m.

Dw.
- ( 1

aPk comp

24)

25)

26)

The rate of change of each produced activity with respect to each price and fixed

time requirement is of equal magnitude and of opposite sign to that of each pur-

chased activity for compensated changes and uncompensated changes in time and
-

money prices. Furthermore, the demand function for activity 3,E., the sum of the
1

amount purchased w. and the amount produced z.
1 1

for

xq= h (q.,..., n,
i ,...,Pm, W,

,•••

h (ci 
r***

. It is apparent that

Dx. w. z. Dw Dw
1 1 1

Ds
k 

Ds
h 

Ds
k 

Ds
k 

as
k

= 0,

, • • • t , T)
27)

28)

28)

where s
k 
is any one of the 2n+m+2 parameters in the system. That is, the demand

(supply) function for xi is very, flat in a neighborhood of the equilibrium point.

This result certainly may imply some rather profound stability properties, if it
•s.

stands the test of time and applies to a large proportion of the activities avail-

able.

That equation 28) appears to be a dubious result is indeed an ulderstatement,

In fact, it tends to shed doubt on the entire specification of Mode] 2. However,

a re-examination of the specification and the determinant yeilded no apparent

inconsistences or singularities. If result 28) is spurious, it will\be embarrassing;
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if not, such a result should not be hidden for fear of embarrassment. This

would be neither the first nor the last mistake t .be made by an economist.

To dispel fears of error, activities could be divided into two classes;

those purchased and those produced. If an activity could be both purchased

and produced, its purchase and its production could be defined as separate

activities. This would be appropriate if production of its own nature affected

the utility function. That model would no longer obviously exhibit expression

17) through 28). But those results ( 17) - 28)) would be deducible for a

particular activity as in Model 2 upon the assumption that at least one ac-

tivity is both producible and purchasible and that production and purchase of

Two activities can be perfect substitutesthe activity are perfect substitutes.

• only if they effect the utility in exactly the same way. Imperfect substitution

will not yield the frightening results of 28). Such a specification will be

given in Model 3.

There are yet results to be deduced from Model 2. If it is assumed that

az.
in production increases in inputs increase outputs,

aYk

and

aw.

•aYk

z. 
< 0

ayi

aw. az.
. -

T. T.

for i= ,n and k= 1,

It follows under certain conditions on f that

aYk

(5741)com
< 0

az.
and 

> 
then

0'
3T
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Knowledge of the production functions should yield information on the ielation-
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•
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..;
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:

• . ...

< 0, for i ,n and k =

1

•

'

,M•

••••

•••
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ships among goods 571,...,yn, among time inputs T1,...,Tn, between goods and time

inputs, and their influence on activities z.,..„2 both for compensated andn
uncompensated changes in the parameters: -Thus the demand functions are much'

more completely described in terms of-their 'rates f Change than either in "the

neoclassical theory or Model -1. The reiaaofthii)s'axaong activities; however,

,still are undetermined. The reader should keep, in mind throughout the discus-

sion that rates of change are evaluated at the, equilibrium points.

The possibility of Giffen effects remains as with Model 1. It is necessary

only to recall that the signs of a, portion of the compensated rates of change

were determined. Uncompensated rates of change are still indeterminate. Also,

the symmetry condition is the same as with, Model 1 and for the same reasons:

H.. = H and K. = K1 xj ji
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The interpretation of the Lagrangeane multipliers X, y, and are,

respectively, the marginal utility of production -a the marginal utility

DU
of residual wealth and the marginal utili,ty of the length of planning

. au
period rf.

One result that may be neatly disposed of in Model 2 is the introduction

of a new good. New goods are inputs in pr9duction only and do not alter the

utility function. Only the objective production relationships vary d the

impact of the new good comes through them alone. The utility function must

vary, however, when the introduction of a new good induces a new activity.

Results that carry over basically unchanged from Model I include the

invariance of the intrinsic relationships between activities, goods, or time

inputs when going from money prices to time prices. Also included is that

the magnitude of the substitution terms is nonincreasing as the number of con-

straints is increased. The definition that work is a consumption activity is

obvious from the specification.

Model 3: This model is a fine turning of Model 2 to alleviate the author's

lack of enthusiasm for perfect substitution and subsequent locally flat demand

(supply) functions. The specifircation is as follows:

Maximize

.subject to f( rid' • )xn, Y

i=1

t.?c. E T. =

1.=1 1 1 i=r4-1 I

Tr 
=.O

1".

where Xl•Xn are work and consumption activiities, the first r of which are

purchased and the remaining n,r are produced and the remaining variables have

2)

4)
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the same definitions as in Model 2.

Demand (supply) functions may be deduced under the appropriate conditions'

which express x1, ,x , y1, 
'm 

and 
Tr+1'

...,T
n 

and as locally differen-

tiable functions of qi,...,qr, pi,...,pm, W, ti,. ,t
r 
and T. They are

homogeneous of degree zero in the money parameters q
1r

, p
1m 

and

W. However, all of the demand (supply) functions cannot be homogeneous of

degree zero in the time parameters t1,...,t and T'because of the form of

equation 4). If the money constraint equation 3) were respecified to have

the same form as 4) the homogeneity result for money (one of the fundamental

theorems of economics) would also fail. An example when it does fail is When

the consumer plays poker as an activity. Money then may be viewed as a 'varia-

ble input in the production of poker.

The implications for the compensated and uncompensated changes in demand

functions are the only areas in which Model 3 yields results that deviate

from those of Model 2. Model 3 does not exhibit properties 17) - 28) of Model

2. However,, for some pairs of activities, perfect substittkion may be appro-

priate, in which case equations 17) - 28) will indeed hold. There is some

modification in equations 10) - 15) and in the determinant 0 for Model 3 as

compared to Model 2, but the only substantive changes are with respect to

perfect substitution.

It is apparent that perfect substitution is a limiting case of ordinary
Dxi ax

i
substitution. That is, C ) 0 if and only if <0 becausea xj comp J

(-2) <0. Thus, in the case of less than perfect substitution the signs of
3q.j comp

expressions 17) - 26) are determined, but the magnitudes are not equal. In
axi

the limit, as ax approaches -1, it is apparent that equations 17) - 28) hold
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as limits. Thus, as a limiting expression, 28) implies that demand 
(supply)

functions for the sum of related activities became Increasi
ngly locally flat

as the degree of substitution between the activities 
approaches perfection.

The equilibrium of a consumer that fits the formulation 
of Model 2 is extremely

stable with respect to changes in any one of the parameters. It should be

possible to generalize this result for an economy of indi
viduals that obey the

assumptions of Model 2. Empirical evidence of perfect substitution would thus

be empirical test for stability of equilibrium.

Results of a somewhat similar nature may be deduced for 
complementary

activities and the limiting case of perfect complements. 
First, it should be

noted that in perfect complementarity relationship, ax.

Dx.

imperfect complementarity, ax

= 1 and that with

0. Thus, (xi/kii) comp < 0 if and only if

Dx./3x. > 0. Expressions analogous to 17) - 26) of Model 2 can be inferred
j

for complementarity from the foregoing results.

Example of Model 2 and Model 3: Suppose that the typical consumer has avai

able to him three activities working x1, resting x2 and dining x3. He may

obtain dining in either of two ways; by the purchase of the right to dine w3

or by production of the right to dine by growing food z3. Growing food requires

variable amounts of fertilizer y and time T. The consumer's choice problem is

characterized as follows:

Maximize U = , x2,

Subject to x
3

2
= aT + by - cery

x11 
+ x t

where it is assumed that py 0.

+ w p + yp = 03 Y

w3
 
t3 T = 0
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x1 
+ t2x2
-

,

,
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3.

CTy

yields the following first order necessary conditions for a relative constrained
-

maximum of U:
•

aL
= U2 + yp2 + 6t2ax

2

aL + yp + (st
3aw3 . 3 3

U3
DZ

= X(2by t) + ypy 0ay

11.4 x(2aT cy)aT

at + by
2 
- cTy z3

Plxl P2x 71- P3w3 P yY= °

t
2 
x
2 
-+ t

3 
w
3 

-ft T =0

, • - -Under the condition that 0 0 
(15) 

the  first order 'conditions 1) may be solved for

x
1'

w3,z3, y, T, X, y, and 6 in terms of the parameters a, b, c, p1, p2, p3,

t t 
t" 

and T.1' The solutions .ma9..be expressed as

v. = h (a,b,c ,p ,pyvt ,t2,t3, and , for
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The example points out a general principle that may be easily overlooked

in the mathematics. The solution functions depend on all of the parameters in

the extrelmim problem. This includes those in each constraint and also in the

objective function [54].

The demand (supply) functions h are each differentiable, unique, and

homogeneous of degree zero in the prices pl, p2, p3, and p);.. They are not

homogeneous in a, b and c nor in t
1, t2' t3 and T. Again, the demand function

for x
3 
is h

3 h4 
because of perfect substitution- ,

With 0 0 the first order conditions may be differentiated to obtain

for j= • • ,

ay.
= (-y

Dp.

Dv.

—5173.

ay.

7

3

0. 08,j
0 - x.  

3, 0

03
• 0

0

0

0

i

-6) 9 , i = 1,
0 0

Dv.
. 8,j ,

aW 0 •

ay.

Da

0 - 3 0

 2T.06,j - 2T07,j,
O 0

2y05,j - 2y07,j,
O 0

  Y 06,j 
0

,

Ov. 0
 = _221,
DT 0

2Ty07,j 

0

•

3)

4)

10)
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Expressions 2) - ) are rates of change of the demand (supply) functions

of the usual form derived for Models 1, 2, and 3. Expressions 8), 9), .

and 10) are rates of change with respect to the technical parameters.

Expressions 17) - 28) of Model 2 hold for w
3 

and z
3 
so that the demand

for x
3' 

h3 
+ h

4 
is locally flat. The sign and magnitudes of certain of

the compensated and uncompensated rates of change can be deduced as with

Models 2 and 3. The perfect substitution between purchase of dining and

the production of dining, of course, is implied by the implicit assump-

tion that production of food does not affect utility. This is undoubted-

ly quite heroic.

Model 4: Up to this point we have omitted one important behavioral as-

pect in order to be able to attribute meaningful conclusions to the ap-

propriate premises. It is apparent from the previous analyses that a

knowledge of the intrinsic substitutability or complementarity of goods

or activities from the production relationships implied much information

about the relative signs of the compensated rates of change of the demand

functions. Knowledge of the intrinsic relationships arising from the

utility function was not deducible, however.

In order to make deducible more of the relationships between ac-

tivities, a concept used effectively by Lancaster [34] is employed. The

-specification that the ordinal utility function depends on the physical

and psychological attributes of consumption, or "characteristics" as we

have called them will aid in 'further determining the intrinsic relation-

ships for combinations of goods, activities, and time.
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The consumer choice problem is specified as follows:

Maximize U = U( )

Subject to f(v ,...,vs, =

g(xr+1,. yi,...,ym, T+1,...,Tn

Exq+Ey.p = w,
i i 1 i

i=1 i= 1

E x.t + E T = T,

i=1 
i 

i=r+1

where vi,...,vs are characteristics of consumption;

= 0,

.,x
n 

are work and
1'.

consumption activities; f is an implicit production function transforming

activities into characteristics; activities xr+1"— 
x are producible

through the implicit production process g with goods y1,... 'm
 and variable

times Tr '
T as inputs; and activities x1,r 

are purchasible with

prices qi,...,qr and fixed time inputs ti,...,tr.

Model 3 employs assumptions A-3, A-5, A-9, A-14, B-4, B-9, B-10, and

C-3. It does not explicitly assume any perfect substitution in production.

However, since Model 4 is a generalization of Models 2 and 3, results on

perfect substitution can be obtained as a special case.

By forming the Lagrangean expression in the usual manner and with the

appropriate companion assumptions, the first order necessary conditions for

a maximum of 1) subject to 2)

BL v v
= U. + ?J. = 0,

Dv. 1 I
I

- '5) are as follows:

= Xf + 5q. + nt. =
1 1

i=1,4100

i= 1.
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X a0410.X

, 1' '

i=1i=1
q.x. + E piyi - was

J:._=- : t x. + T.
i=1 i 1 i=r+1

,37

i=r+1,...,n 8

i=1,04.40,111,

i=r+1,...,n 10)

11)

T+1' 
= 0 12)r

13)

14)

Under the condition that 0 0 
(1,) 

equations 6) - 14) may be solved in

the usual way for the demand and supply functions, zi = hi(qi,...,qr,

W t
1" 

t
r 

T) where' ' is any one of the s+r+2(n-r) + m+4 variables in the

problem. The h. are_unique, differentiable, and homogeneous of degree zero

in the money parameters ql,...,q

of degree zero in t ...,t
r 

and T. They also depend on whatever parameters'

there are in the utility function Thor in either of the production functions,

for g, but zero degree homogeneity does not, in general, hold. Again, the

money constraint 4) and the activity production function 3) may be respecified

,'l' 'm' 
and W. They are not homogeneous
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so -that zero degree homogeneity of the hi does not iold in the money par-

ameters. Thus, (demand) functions for each characteristic, each work (supply)

or consumption (demand) activity, each good, each variable time input (time

good), and each Lagrangean multiplier are obtained.

Wading through the mathematics to investigate the displacement of equil-

ibrium again seems annoyingly redundant. However, certain results should be

noted. First, there are no direct time and money price effects for the

characteristics, producible acitvities, or time inputs. The direction of

compensated price effects for these quantities must be deduced from the com-

pensated price effects of goods and activities that have time and money

prices and the marginal rates of substitution of quantities one for the other.

Under the appropriate mathematical conditions and the second order sufficiency

conditions for a constrained extremum, the direct compensated rates of change

are:
ax.

3q,
comp.

= )  C315+i , 5+1  < 0, Qr =

0
3x.

(-n)0
Dt s+i,s+i < 0, for
i comp. '0

ay.(a

Pi comp.
= (-00s+n+i,s+n+i < 0, for

0

=

2 • • ,r•

2 • •

Df.3z
To the extent that the signs of  1 and ......1 are obtainable from the pro-

ax..
a. 1

duction relationships at the equilibrium point, the signs of

for 3 =

z.Dz.

'Dq ' at
•i comp. r comp
2 and

- 3z.

‘3p.'
comp.

s+r+2(n-r) + m + 4, i = 1, .,r and k = 1,...,m, are known.

The intrinsic relationships between the characteristics v, depend directly

on the utility function, so that the production relationships provide incom-

plete information about those of the characteristics. All of the other results
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derived for Models 2 and 3 may be obtained as special cases of Model 14.

In addition, the introduction of a new good or activity affects only

the production relationships, provided that no new characteristics are

introduced iiito the space of characteristics. The creation of a completely

new characteristicis regarded as a relatively rare event. That is, under

the assumptions that new characteristics are relatively rarely introduced

and that preferences are relatively constant, the choice mechanism under-

goes relatively unimportant changes with the introduction of new goods.

Another aspect of interest is product differentiation and advertising.

If more information helps the consumer to better distinguish between inputs

in his Characteristics generating process, consumer technology is increased

and more efficient choice is made. Since this analysis extends and makes

the analysis of Lancaster more complete, the reader is referred to Lancaster's

discussion on the same topics [34, p. 149 ff.].

Using the framework in Model 4, it seems possible to shed light on the

notion of the quality of a good or activity. Basically, the quality of a

good refers to its potential for yielding characteristics. Quality differences

generally refer to different levels of potential for generating characteristics.

If a good or an activity has variations in quality, those quantities of ex-

actly the same quality constitute a good, while those of a different quality

constitute a different good. The goods that differ only by quality variations

are expected to be very nearly perfect substitutes. I discuss these issues

in greater detail elsewhere [56].

A note on the measurability of characteristics seems necessary at this

point. It seems unlikely that the set of characteristics of consumption will

be isolated without the aid of psychologists. Indeed, will they then be isolated?
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Is it too much to expect them to be common to all consumers and, furthermore,

measurable? It seems possible that all of the empirically observable consumer

behavior may be embodied in activities, goods, time inputs, money and time

parameters, and the production relationships and demand functions associated

with these goods and parameters. At least, this much provides us with con-

siderably more to work with than we had with neoclassical theory.
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IV. SOME APPLICATIONS

The interest and much of the behavioral intuition going into this analysis
s
have arisen from efforts at the specification of empirical econometric models

of outdoor recreation demand and. supply structures. The literature is exten-
i. •

'
sive

(17) 
, but some summarization of practice seems necessary. Economists

•

,•:•• • :,;* • : ' •' •

and others studying recreation often obtain some cross sectional data on time
..•

..•
•

• •••••I •

spent participating in a particular recreation activity per time period,

number of trips to a particular recreation site, fees paid, time and distance
, •

required for travel to the recreation site, facilities, used, total quantity
. • ,

of facilities and possibly their capacity in some surrounding geographical

region, socioeconomic variables, etc. Usually, a linear relationship is
-',:_. ' ., ,(!:,,..,.' ::, :•. ..:.!., ,,..,,.., .:,;.;-,..• ?, ,,

estimated the dependent variable of which is el,ther the number of trips to the
,.‘,-.., .- , L .-.. i.,... ..,,.- • .,•:. "1. ..,„ , . .

site per period or the amount of One spent Participating in a particular

recreation activity. The independent variables used may be any combinations

of the above variables. The resulting equation is usually ,labeled a "demand
. , ••••

function" The economic theory referred to is generally of the tw9 dimensional,
diagralll variety which is ipadequate even to illustrate HOdel 1. The resulting

.•
confusion is a mish-mash of references to travel distance or cost as a proxy. .., • • •
for price, fixed and variable recreation costs a replacements for prices,

"supply creating its own demand', etc.

Employing the theory of Model 4, it is pparent that a structure spec-

ified for recreation demand should view participation in a particular recreation

activity, visits to particular sites, recreational travel, etc as consumption

activities. The recreation facilities, transportation facilities., special

equipment, nonrecreational goods, etc. are goods inputs and the variable

participation times, travel times, visit times, etc. are time inputs into the
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recreation production process. The money and time parameters are respec-

tively fees for participation, entrance fees, prices of goods and facilities

employed in travel, use fees for facilities, rentals on equipment, wages,

prices of other related goods and activities, and the wealth parameter for

money and the fixe4 time inputs for purchased activities and the length of

planning period for time. If the production process is known or has been

estimated, the intrinsic substitution, complementarity and independence

relationships will be available lo be used as hypotheses. The theory im-

plies the specification and estimation of demand relatj-onships for each

the recreation and travel activities, the services of f4cilities, equipment

and goods (along with the joint supply relationships), and the variabl time

requirements as fun4iorl,s of all of the parameters.

The services of 4 freeway or superhighway as a transportation good may

be viewed in the context of Model 4. Tf transportation from point A to point

B is viewed as a class of substitute activities and all routes from A to 13,

yield the sane ch4Pte0-tigs then the route chosen 119 ld be the one

with the smallest fixed time requiTremen, Consumers then substitute the

services of the superbiOway or freeway for other routes because by so

doing they are able to reduce their expenditures of time in transporta0.0n.
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has developed the essential components of a complete theory

of choice that incorporates the time allocation problem and Its economic

relevance. The 'line of theory that culminates in Model 4, of course, gen-

eralizes the neoclassical theory and those theories of Beeker [5] and

Lancaster [32, 34] and increases the empiricalrelevance of each. From the

list assumptions provided, it is appareht that many alternative Models of

behavior -can be investigated and their implications for demand analysis

deduced.

The mathematical technique utilized is about as simple as is available

having been used in economic theory at least for most of the present century.

Indeed, the technique is usually neither regarded as modern nor contemporary.

However, it is well understood throughout the economics profession and lends

readily to generalization and abstraction.

It is apparent that the time or money substitution and resource effects

as components of the rates of change of quantities with respect to changes

in time or money prices is indeed as Hicks pointed out [25, p. 309] the

"Fundamental Equation of Value Theory". The fundamental equation is basic

to Models 1 through 4 as an outgrowth of the mathematical technique.

Other results obtained include the illustration of a dual role for time

as a price and as a good; the nonhomogeneity of demand functions in general

in time parameters and also in money parameters; some results on perfect

substitution as a limiting case of substitute goods; that intrinsic properties



of goods and activities may be completely specified through knowledge of the

production processes in terms of the algebraic signs of compensated rates of

change; that intrinsic relations between characteristics depend ofl the utility

function in addition to the production processes; some results on the intro-

duction of new goods and activities, advertising, and product differentiation

that agree closely with these of Lancaster [34]; and a definition of the

quality of a good or activity.

It is apparent that Model 4 very likely is not the final form of the

"New General Theory of Value" but indeed a step in that direction. There

probably is enough of interest contained in the class of models visualized
;

here to keep economists (and psychologists) doodling for a while.
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FOOTNOTES

_(1) Becker [5] built,a.dependency into his constraints that allowed
several constraints to, be,.combined.into -ope "resource" contraint.' Thus
his model of time allocation is not a multiple constraint problem.

(2) These :objects of consumption are called objectives, higher com-
modities, characteristics or attributes by. Hicks. [7.4] and Morishima. [37],Becker [5], Lancaster [34], and May [35] respectively,

(3) I sdo not wish to belittle any of the efforts in the areas of
separable utility, additive utility, measurable utiiity,,,integrability, of. •demand functions, revealed preference; dynamic consumer choice„ or any,
of the mathematical abstractions [3, 4,12, 13; .14,' 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 24,
,27, 29, 3133, 35,.36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42,. 50, 51, 56]. In_fact, the,work
on separable 'and additive utility functions has much in common with the

remains that With the exceptions 'of the theory of rationing and some abstract

approach in this paper [3, 18,.19, 27, 3I; 5.0; However, the. point
• • , • • .•notions of budget sets, the single linear-budget_constraint on 'behavior has

remained ,as a .sacred entity in economics up until Becker [S] and Lancaster '[32, 34].
•

(4) A linear additive utility function may be regarded as simPler.

(5) _This analysis subdivides- Lancaster's-production relationship.
Goods and time are transformed into intermediate' quantities calleeconsump-
tionactivities_by.one production Process and then consumption activities
and are transformed Into characteristics of consumption The 'The model reduces
to Lancaster' s' model if the transformation of goods into consumption
activities is one-to-one and onto, and time is omitted. Subdividing the
production relationship in this way incorporates a mechanism in .the theoryto handle choices between various levels of putting the goods and time
together into consumption activities by the consumer or of direct purchaseof the consumption activitY. Its relevance to time allocation problems is
obvious.

(6) It has been pointed out by Brems [7] and Chipman [10] that measur-
ability and commonality of characteristics among consumers are heroic
assumptions at best and that commonality should be empirically tested.
Continuity of the utility function requires that the consumer act as if he
can measure infinitesimal differences in characteristics [56]. Engineers
typically, require only finite error tolerances on the finest of precision
measuring instruments. It seems strange to assume that consumer judgmentsare calibrated to infinitesimal precision, but_not so strange to assume thatconsumers act as if they are. If consumers act as if their measurement of
characteristics is perfect, but in reality it is not, then behavior will notberepeatable. I have referred to this. asthe behavior of the "spastic con-
sumer" [56]. This labk.of measurability. may.be a principal reason that
estimates of demand relationships from individual consumer or household data
tend to fit poorly.

•••

•



(7) For example, see the discussions in Brems , Chipman 10], an-
caster [32], and Scitovski [44].

(8) The n activities contain all activites participated in including
all income earning and income expending activities. The pi for work activi-
ties are negative but for all other activities, nonnegative. In one sense,
the pi may be the fee for the right to perform an activity.

(9) W does not represent income as in the neoclassical model. All
income and expenditures are generated within the activities. Usually W=0.
It is a residual that must remain after the earnings are balanced with
expenditures. If W < 0 it may represent a previously prescribed long term
level of saving. If W = 0 it represents that all income is spent, except
that current saving may be viewed as an activity. If W > 0, it may repre-
sent a debt parameter that must be achieved exactly. These may be called
parameters of forced savingand borrowing.

(10) The parameter T may be viewed in more than one way. If T is the
amount of time in a specified time period, say one day, it is impossible
in practice to vary T parametrically and interpret its meaning. That is,
if a day were longer or shorter, consumers would adjust in a certain manner.
However, it seems much more sensible to ask for results in a planning period
context. If the planning period were one day, what would happen if it
were one-half day or two days? The assumption is also being made that there
is only one kind of time.

(11) Of course, other constraints are likely relevant in the short
run. The work week might be restricted to 40 hours. There might be restric-
tions on creditl The amount of sleep required per day averages approximately,
8 hours. These restrictions will vary from consumer to consumer and will be
deleted from this analysis.

(12) Also we obtain
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(14) If the consumer participates len an activi:ty ha.uses money as an
input, e.g. gambling, speculation, or even investment in stocks, bonds, etc

• •the'money constraint becomes .

Ew.q + EY
i 
p Ew

and the production 'function is f(Z, Y, T*, = 0. By the above argument,
the solution (demand and supply)  functions hi are no longer homogenous of
degree, zero in qi ,p1,...,P and W. Proportionate changes in prices
(inflations and aeflatignsl'now effect quantities consumed!
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(17) The author will provide a bibliography of the recreation economics
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